Abstract
Introduction
Bilateral filtering is used for image smoothing extensively, for it considers both the spatial domain relationship and the gray level domain influence with each other. But the smooth effect varies with the parameter: if the parameter r in bilateral filtering is small, the edge preserves well but the de-noising result is bad; if the parameter r in bilateral filtering is big, the de-noising result is well but the edge become obscure, which makes parameter selection a difficult problem. In this paper, we propose an adaptive parameter estimation method for bilateral filtering, by estimating the noise variance automatically through image wavelet decomposition and experiments show its effectiveness.
Retinex image enhancement is a powerful image enhancement tool and can effectively improve image visual effect [1] . Numerous researchers have proposed various implementing methods in past decades. A center/surround Retinex method is representative which is suggested by National Aeronautics and Space Administration(NASA) [2] . However all methods have a common defect: appearance of halo artifacts around high-contrast regions in enhancement image. Halo artifacts means the shadow exists around high-contrast regions in enhancement image.
Bilateral filtering
Bilateral Filtering was first proposed by Tomasi and Manduchi [3] . To get better results of image filtering, bilateral filtering replace the original image pixel values by the weighted mean of space adjacent and similar gray scale pixel values. In the smooth area of image, the variance of a small patch is not large and approximate to constant, so the bilateral filtering turned to be low pass filtering, while in the region of the pixel values change violently, for example, pixels on a binary image edge, gray domain influence function is 1 on side with the same gray level values, gray domain influence function is 0 on side with the different gray level. Filtering replace the image original pixel values by the weighted mean of similar gray pixel values. So, bilateral filtering can achieve de-noising effect, keep the image details, and is obvious value in application as a nonlinear filtering method.
The bilateral filtering output in pixel S is [4] . A theoretical framework for bilateral filtering from the aspect of statistical robustness is offered in [5] , which proved theoretically that the adoption of the Gaussian form for spatial domain and gray domain influence functions has better robustness and performance in preserving edge .
Noise variance estimation
The common ways for estimating image noise variance are below: get signal by deducting filtered image from the noise polluted image, reason variance from the signal, which requires the filter can effectively remove noise and keep image details as much as possible; divide noise polluting image into several parts, estimated noise variance from each part ,and then use some way to select the most rational value as estimation of the actual noise variance [6] ; estimate the image noise variance based on the certain statistical properties [7] or wavelet transformation which is a relatively good method to used to estimate the noise variance. Two-dimensional digital image signals , processed by once wavelet decomposition ,turn to a low subgraph LL and three high frequency subgraphs, named horizontal subgraph LH, vertical subgraph Hl and diagonal subgraph HH. After wavelet decomposition, image energy mainly concentrated in the large scale subgraph and the high frequency subgraph coefficient is too small to be all seen as noise. Do multilevel two-dimensional wavelet decomposition on noisy image, and then take the median of all high frequency coefficient as the variance. This method can make the selection of bilateral filtering parameters more precise.
Adaptive bilateral filtering parameters
In original bilateral filtering, both the influence function of spatial domain and influence function of gray scale adopt Gaussian function as the surrounding function.The effects of bilateral filtering on the edge and non-edge are different according to different parameters selection, which means the different neighborhood in Gaussian filtering. The de-noising effect depends on the parameter s and parameter r in formula(3)and(4), which control airspace characteristics and brightness characteristics respectively. Based on some simulation results, r is proved more important than s in terms of change noise level, while the effect of the selection of s on image de-noising is not obvious. However, the noise level need to be considered in the selection of r . If the parameter r in bilateral filtering is small, the edge keep well but the de-noising result is bad; if the parameter r in bilateral filtering is big, the de-noising result is well but the edge become obscure.
In previous literature, only image size is considered in parameters selection for the bilateral filtering, without attention to noise. Experiments in reference proved that the parameters selection of the bilateral filtering is related to the image noise variance and de-noising effect was better when r approximates n 2 . So in this paper, we firstly perform multilevel two-dimensional wavelet decomposition on the noise image and get the noise variance estimation by choosing the median of high-frequency coefficients , then automatically adjust bilateral filtering parameters, according to the relationship r 2 n . Consequently, the images with various noise are smoothed by the adaptive bilateral filtering according to different parameters.
Application to image enhancement of APBF
According to Retinex theory, an image can be seen as a product of illumination and reflection image, as is shown as the following formula:
S(x, y) = R(x, y) * L(x, y) （5） Where S is the original image, R for the reflection image, L for illumination image. In fact, the reflection image R determines the nature of real images, the illumination image L determines dynamic range an image can reach. The purpose of Retinex is to obtain the nature of an image from original image S, so as to avoid the effect of illumination and achieve color constancy. In the actual computation of Retinex, product relation will be transformed to sum relation firstly by using logarithmic transformation , then following the image decomposition. The specific approach is to take the logarithm of the original image firstly ,then obtain the illumination image L by estimating illumination with specific method, finally get the reflection image through the calculation of the difference between the original image S and the illumination image L. After obtaining illumination and reflection images, the two parts which are used to synthesize a new image subsequently are processed respectively using different strategies.
In this paper, the pixel brightness itself and the effects of surrounding pixel position were considered comprehensively when estimating illumination. It can effectively avoid the mutual influence of high contrast edge pixels when estimates the illumination adopting adaptive parameters bilateral filtering proposed above , and can achieve the effect of removing the noise and avoid halo artifact .The following shows the calculation process of this algorithm:
( 
Experiment results and analysis
Experiments were performed on a series of images using proposed method, and better results are obtained. The following experiment process on a synthetic picture and three real images are examples that demonstrate the effect. Figure1(c-f) can be seen that image edge preserved well when r is small, but de-noising effect is not good in the consistent region. When r is big, the de-noising effect is good but the edge is obscure. Using adaptive parameter bilateral filtering is the compromise between the de-noising effect and edge preservation. It can be seen that there are a large number of "halo artifact" in figure 1 (g) , while there are almost no "halo artifact" in Fig. 1 (h) , which illustrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. The experimental results show that, for the enhancement of noised image, firstly adopting the adaptive parameters bilateral filtering , which can smooth the noise, can preserve the edge as well; then performing enhancement with the adaptive parameters bilateral filtering Retinex method , considering adaptability of the smooth constraint on the edge, can eliminate the "halo artifacts" enhanced, and obtain better results.
Conclusion
The bilateral filtering, not only considering the relationship between the spatial domain, but also considering the interaction of gray domain, is a edge-reserved smoothing technology. The experimental results show that, the proposed adaptive parameters bilateral filtering algorithm solves the parameters selection difficulty of bilateral filtering , and can automatically determine the bilateral filtering parameters, also improved its smoothing effect. The adaptive parameters bilateral filtering to Retinex image enhancement illumination estimation, can eliminate "halo artifacts" effectively, and has better detail expressive force and dynamic range capability than centre surround Retinex method as suggested by NASA.
